Rapidly dividing tissues, like intestinal crypts, are frequently chosen to investigate the process of tumor initiation, because of their high rate of mutations. To study the interplay between normal and mutant as well as immortal cells in the human colon or intestinal crypt, we developed a 4-compartmental stochastic model for cell dynamics based on current discoveries. Recent studies of the intestinal crypt have revealed the existence of two stem cell groups. Therefore, our model incorporates two stem cell groups (central stem cells (CeSCs) and border stem cells (BSCs)), plus one compartment for transit amplifying (TA) cells and one compartment of fully differentiated (FD) cells. However, it can be easily modified to have only one stem cell group. We find that the worst-case scenario occurs when CeSCs are mutated, or an immortal cell arises in the TA or FD compartments. The probability that the progeny of a single advantageous CeSC mutant will take over the entire crypt is more than 0.2, and one immortal cell always causes all FD cells to become immortals.Moreover, when CeSCs are either mutants or wild-type (w.t.) individuals, their progeny will take over the entire crypt in less than 100 days if there is no immortal cell. Unexpectedly, if the CeSCs are wild-type, then non-immortal mutants with higher fitness are washed out faster than those with lower fitness. Therefore, we suggest one potential treatment for colon cancer might be replacing or altering the CeSCs with the normal stem cells.
Introduction
Colon cancer is the second and third most common cancer respectively in women and men all over the world [4] . In most colorectal cancers, mutation occurs over the patient's lifetime, and it is not inherited. The most frequent mutation in colon cancer is the inactivation of the tumor suppressor gene Adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) [5] . Moreover, the absence of APC immediately perturbs Wnt, which causes aberrant migration [6] . Another tumor suppressor gene that becomes inactivated in many cancers as well as in some colon cancers is p53. There is evidence that p53 inactivation leads to multiple mutations during a single cell cycle, like chromothripsis [7] . Chromothripsis is a massive genomic rearrangement occurring only on a single chromosome or a few chromosomes during a single cell cycle [8] . Moreover, in the majority of colorectal carcinomas, the loss of a large portion of chromosomes 17p and 18q has been observed [9] . These massive changes on the cell's genomes can evolve the cell to become immortal like the Hela cell line [10] . In addition, the over-expression of polycomb ring finger oncogene BMI1 transforms epithelial cells and influences telomerase functionality that can lead to cell immortalization [11] [12] [13] .
Telomeres, repetitive nucleotide sequences at each end of all chromosomes, get slightly shorter with each normal cell division until they shorten to a critical length. This leads to cell aging and ultimately to apoptosis, or cell death [58] . Normal cells have a maximum number of divisions, i.e. Hayflick limit, before these telomeres are depleted. Rare mutations or transformation events, highly associated with telomerase activity, allow cells to scape from the first mortality phase checkpoint (M1 or Hayflick limit) and the second M2 crisis checkpoint and become immortal [53] . The majority of cancer cell lines and cancer biopsies contain telomerase activity or evidence of alternative mechanism for lengthening of telomeres (ALT), thus targeting telomerase becomes an attractive anti-cancer therapeutic option [54] . The death rate of the immortal cells in the normal homeostasis is almost zero in the time-scale of tumorigenesis, and they are resistant to the chemotherapy and radiotherapy [14, 15] . Moreover, the metastatic potential of immortal cells is higher compered to the normal epithelial cells [11] .
Immortal cells might be the result of dedifferentiation from non-stem cells to cancer stem-like cells through bidirectional conversions in stroma. Cancer stem-like cells can only exhibit symmetric divisions and presumably acquire the ability of metastasis as an aggressive malignancy [12] . The cancer stem cell hypothesis is one of the two established mechanisms in carcinogenesis where the main focus is on internal heterogeneity of cells within the population [12] . As stem cells in the colonic or intestinal crypt generate all epithelial cells of the crypt through a cellular hierarchy, the cancer stem cell hypothesis can be a convenient approach to investigate the development of cancer. Although there are debates about the concept of cancer stem cells, there is no doubt on the existence of immortal cells [16] . Therefore, we develop a general model that is able to accommodate possible immortal cells, which never die in the model, to grow within the progenitor or fully differentiated cell compartments. Upgrading the existing models with mutational events and spatial structures [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] the general and relevant mechanism in colorectal/intestinal cancer will be studied in this paper.
More precisely, we model the cell dynamics of the intestinal crypt based on the available experimental data sets. We investigate the spread of one initial mutant at different locations within the crypt. Furthermore, the proposed model accommodates the possibility that a mutant cell becomes immortal in a single cell division. In this model, we vary the fitness of mutants, which defines the probability that a mutant cell divides and replaces its neighbor cells. We assume that the fitness of all w.t. cells is 1, and the relative fitness of mutants is r. In other words, when there are j mutants and i w.t. cells competing to divide and fill out the available empty space, the probability that a mutant cell divides is rj rj+i . Recently, the probability P R that a mutant stem cell replaces its neighbor for various mutants was empirically obtained [26] . Based on this mouse experiment, the fitness of mutant APC +/− is 1.6, while the fitness of mutant with probability 1 − γ it occurs at the S b . If it occurs at the S c group, then one random cell from the S c migrates to the S b . Also, if the proliferation occurs at the S b group, with probability α one random cell from the S b migrates to the S c , and then one random cell from the S c migrates to the S b to keep the number of cells at each compartment approximately constant.
In this model, the total number of cells stays constant. However, because of the definition of the function δ, the number of stem cells varies, but its variation is very small. The function δ is a feedback function, which controls the rate of stem cells differentiation and proliferation. It does not let all stem cells differentiate and their number goes to zero, or massively proliferate and their number becomes very high. More precisely, when the number of stem cells becomes less than the initial number of stem cells, then delta, the probability of stem cell differentiation, becomes very small to increase the probability of proliferation. When the number of stem cells is higher than the initial number of stem cells, then δ becomes very high to increase the probability of stem cell differentiation. Since δ keeps the number of stem cells at each time point approximately the same as the initial number of stem cells (S 0 ≈ S), in calculations we can assume δ = In the model, when a border stem cell proliferates with probability α one random BSC migrates to the S c , and then one random central stem cell migrates to the S b . In other words, when a BSC migrates to the S c , it shifts a CeSC cell to the border stem cell compartment. In order to keep the number of BSCs more than zero and having approximately constant number of CeSC, one CeSC must migrates to the S b when a migration occurs from the S b group to the S c .
We assume, if a mutant divides, then its newborn children are mutants. When one mutant non-stem cell divides, one of its children becomes immortal with probability u. At each updating time step, two FD cells are chosen to die. In the model, the progeny of immortal cells are never chosen to die. Therefore, immortal cells will never be washed out from the crypt.
In general, CeSCs can only proliferate, and BSCs are able to proliferate, differentiate, and divide asymmetrically. TA cells are able to both proliferate and differentiate, and FD cells only able to proliferate. Also for simplicity, death only happens in the FD compartment. A summary of the model is given in Fig. 1 . The details of methods and calculations are provided in the supplementary materials.
Parameter estimation
The number of studies on the human colon crypt's cell dynamics is very limited. However, there are some works on inferring the parameters for human colon crypts [43, 44] , as well as measurement of in vivo proliferation using bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU labeling) [45] . These experiments show that there are approximately 2000 cells in each human colon crypt, and the height of the crypt is around 80 cells [45] . It has been estimated that there are 5-6 stem cells at the bottom of the human colon crypt [44] . Additionally, most divisions happen in the lower part of the crypt; cells at positions 10-50 ( Fig. 1) , where 0 is the bottom of the crypt [45] .
Colonic crypts have the same spatial organization of cell types (stem cells, transient amplifying cells, and differentiated cells) as intestinal crypts. In addition, cell dynamics of the intestinal crypt are very similar to the colon crypt. However, at the top of the colonic crypt, the FD cells are shed into the lumen and transported away, whereas cells at the top of the intestinal crypt move up to a villus and are removed at the top of the villus. Furthermore, mouse crypts contain all three cell compartments (stem cells, transient amplifying cells, and differentiated cells) in the same order as human crypts, with 5-7 stem cells [26] . The division rate of cells at each of these three cell compartments is very similar in mouse and human crypts [1] [2] [3] . In summary, cell dynamics of human colonic and intestinal crypts are very similar to mouse colonic and intestinal crypts.
In order to calculate the division probabilities at each compartments (FD, TA, S b , and S c ), we normalize the division rates experimentally obtained in [46] . We find a function, which fits the normalized division rates of cells at each location x in the human crypt, g(x) = [0.974 + 24.1 exp(− figure (a) represents the probability of cell division at each location of the human crypt obtained from [46] . The black solid line is the graph of the function g defined in Parameter estimation. The sub-figure (b) shows the probability of cell division at each location of the mouse crypt obtained from [49] . The black solid line is the graph of the function f defined in Parameter estimation. The sub-figure (c) represents our algorithm: at each updating step, two FD cells die and two cells divide to replace the dead cells.
FD cells, therefore the probability that a division occurs in the FD compartment is given by λ f = 80 x=60 g(x) = 0.026. Furthermore, each crypt contains around 6 actively diving stem cells [1] , they divide once every 2-3 days [46] . Hence, we assume cells at the locations 0-5 are stem cells, and TA cells are cells at the locations 6-69. Thus, the probability that a division occurs at the stem cell niche when FD cells do not replace two dead FD cells is λ s =
Moreover, in this model the division probability of CeSCs is given by λ s γσ(1 − δ). According to Ritsma et al. [24] , cells at the locations 0-2 belong to the CeSC group. Since the probability that a division occurs in the CeSCs is more than zero [24] , thus γσ > 0. In our model, δ is approximately 0.5, hence σγ = 2 λs 2 x=0 g(x) = 0.884. Since 0 < σ < 1 and 0 < γ < 1, we conclude σ and γ are greater than 0.884, which is in perfect agreement with the results obtained in [50] .
Following the same technique, we also find the models' parameters for mouse intestinal crypts. We use the experimental data for the rate of cell divisions at each location of the mouse crypt, which is provided in [37] f (x) = 0.92. We also vary α, which is the probability of migration from S b to S c when a BSC proliferates, between zero and 0.5, because the experimental observations show a small number of migrations from border stem cells to central stem cells [24] . The parameters are summarized in Table 1 .
We use the parameters that we obtained for the mouse intestinal crypts to test the model. Fig. 2 shows a perfect agreement between the results of simulations and the results of experimental observations provided in [24] . This stochastic model, for the fist time incorporates the existence of two stem cell groups and the migration from the border stem cell compartment to the central stem cells to track mutants in the crypt. For this reason, this model is able to describe the biological reality better than previously published models that treated all stem cells equally.
Tab. 1: Model Parameters calculated using experimental data provided in [24, 46] and [37] . 
Symbol

Results
The probability of the progeny of mutant/marked CeSCs taking over the S c and the entire crypt is high
The analytical methods reveal that the probability of the progeny of e * number of mutated/marked CeSC taking over the S c compartment is given by π e * = 1−(1/r1) e *
1−(1/r1)
Sc when no migration occurs from S b to S C , where r 1 is the fitness of mutants and S c is the total number of CeSCs (See SI part for the details of the calculations). This formula shows that the probability of the fixation in the CeSC depends only on the fitness of mutants, the number of CeSC mutants, and the total number of CeSCs.
From the definition of fitness, cells with high fitness have high proliferation rate as well as high differentiation rate. As a result, the fixation probability of advantageous CeSC mutants is higher than disadvantageous mutants, however their fixation time is also higher than disadvantageous ones (Fig. 4(a-c) ). Since advantageous mutants differentiate faster than disadvantageous ones, they need more time to take over the crypt. These results do not change when cells are able to migrate from border stem cell compartment to the central stem cells (See Fig. 3 ). Additionally, if the progeny of mutant CeSCs take over the FD compartment, its average occurrence time is less than 100 days (Fig. 4) .
If stem cells divide only asymmetrically (i.e. σ = 0), then no division happens at the CeSC compartment, thus CeSC mutants never divide. In other words, if stem cells divide fully asymmetrically then the probability that a mutant CeSC spreads to any other compartment is zero. The same scenario would occur, when the proliferation probability in the S c is zero, i.e. γ = 0.
The probability of a mutant BSC's progeny taking over the S b or D f is approximately zero
The analytical calculations show that the probability of the progeny of b * number of BSCs taking over the entire BSC is given by of CeSCs when stem cells divide symmetrically. This formula indicates that the probability of the fixation in the BSC depends only on δ, γ, the number of BSC mutants, and the total number of BSCs when there is no migration from S b to S c (α = 0). This formula and the simulations imply that the probability that the progeny of one BSC will spread over the entire BSC is almost zero, because according to the parameter estimations δ is approximately half, and γ is between 0.884 and one. Additionally, the progeny of BSCs are always washed out from the crypt regardless of their fitness when there is no immortal cell. If at least half of BSCs are mutants, then they might have a small chance to colonize and take over the entire BSC compartment. If this rare event happens, it occurs in one day (Fig. 4(d) ,(e),(f)). However, several days later the progeny of CeSCs will replace all mutant BSCs, and eventually the progeny of mutant BSCs are washed out from the crypt. Although we expect a higher proliferation probability in the BSC compartment (i.e. smaller γ) to lead to a higher fixation probability in the BSC group, it does not increase the fixation probability π b * very much. The reason is each proliferation is coupled with one differentiation. The differentiation of SCs increases the chance of transporting mutants from the stem cell niche to the TA group. Additionally, advantageous mutants disappear faster from the S b than disadvantageous ones. This result is in agreement with the result of the experiments done by Ritsma et al. [24] , where they observed that the probability of a BSC colonization is very small. * number of mutants in the S b at the initial time of simulations, and (e) presents the result of simulations. The bottom sub-figure of (e) indicates the probability that the progeny of b * number of mutant BSCs will take over the entire S b , and the top sub-figure shows the time of its occurrence. The sub-figure (f) presents the analytic results, and it shows the effect of the number of BSCs, S b , and the proliferation probability of CeSCs, γ, on the fixation probability, which is the probability of the progeny of mutant BSCs taking over the entire S b . Here, S b = 7, S c = 4, and the rest of the parameter values are given in Table 1 (human).
The progeny of a small number of FD or TA mutants never take over the entire TA or FD Experimental data shows that FD cells do not divide much compared to TA cells. If FD cells do not divide at all (λ f = 0), then non-immortal FD mutants are always removed from the crypt. Moreover, if λ f > 0 and no immortal cell is generated in the system, the probability π f * =1 that the progeny of one FD mutant will take over the whole FD is very small (Fig. 5(b) ,(c)); however, it is much higher than the probability of one TA cell's progeny taking over the TA compartment, π d * =1 . When the rate of divisions in D t is approximately zero (it rarely occurs in reality), then π d * =1 = 0. If division rate in stem cells is small but non-zero while that for D t is high, which corresponds to the experimental observations, then the probability of one TA mutant's progeny taking over the TA compartment decreases when the mutants' fitness r increases (Fig. 5(e),(f) ). This means that TA cells are more capable of producing FD cells than being fixated. In the extreme scenario, when no divisions happen in SCs (λ s = 0), then π d * =1 is 1/|D t |. Moreover, when no proliferation in D t is permitted and TA cells only differentiate, i.e. λ s = 1, then π d * is zero. Note, when TA cells are only able to differentiate but not proliferate, mutants differentiate to two FD mutants (and thus extinct), therefore mutants will be removed from the TA compartment ( Fig. 5(e),(f) ).
We also study the probability of a TA mutant's progeny taking over the FD compartment. In the human colon crypt, where λ f = 0.011 and λ s = 0.104 based on the parameter estimations, the probability of one TA or FD cell's progeny taking over the entire FD or TA compartment is approximately zero. This emphasizes the fact that although TA mutants generate FD mutants, the generated FD mutants are washed out from the crypt, before they get a chance to colonize. Interestingly, mutants with high fitness will be removed from the crypt quickly, because most divisions occur in the TA compartment, and advantageous TA mutants quickly differentiate to two FD cells.
Central stem cells control the entire crypt
The results of simulations reveal that with probability more than 0.99, the progeny of CeSCs will take over the entire human colon crypt in less than three months. In other words, if all stem cells are wild-type, while the rest of the cells in the crypt are mutants, then all crypt cells become wild-type in less than 100 days. Unexpectedly, the time Table 1 .
that the progeny of the CeSCs need to take over the crypt decreases when the mutants' fitness increases: meaning the advantageous mutants are washed out from the crypt faster than disadvantageous ones. Although this result seems strange in the first glance and is different from the results of non-spatial models, it actually makes sense. Advantageous mutants have higher division rates than normal cells, so they will be moved rapidly to the FD compartment, then will be removed from the crypt. We have not found any experimental data about this result, so it needs to be experimentally validated.
Moreover, the probability that the progeny of a single normal stem cell will take over the entire crypt is more than zero. This probability is more than 0.25, if mutants are disadvantageous, and it is close to zero if mutants are advantageous. This implies that if only one of the CeSCs is wild-type, and the rest of the crypt's cells are P 53
R172H
mutants, then with a probability of 0.25 all cells will become wild-type in 1-2 months in the non-inflammatory condition. Although the probability of w.t. cells taking over the entire crypt depends on the number of normal cells in the S c , its time to concurrence does not depend on the number of wild-type CeSCs (Fig. 6) .
If stem cells divide fully asymmetrically (σ = 0), then no division occurs in the CeSC compartment. Therefore, in this case CeSCs will not take over the crypt. Moreover, the time that the progeny of CeSCs need to take over the entire crypt is a decreasing function of σ. In other words, if stem cell divisions are mostly symmetric, then CeSCs progeny will rapidly spread over the crypt. In addition, the probability γ, which is the probability that a CeSC divides in the case of symmetric division, is not as important as the fitness of mutants r 1 .
The progeny of a single immortal TA or FD cell always take over the entire FD in less than 70 days Some environmental conditions or genetic/epigenetic changes lead to creation of an immortal cell in the TA compartment. Therefore, here we investigate the dynamics of potential immortal cells in the crypt. We observe that the immortal TA cells have higher tendency to differentiate and generate more immortal FD cells than spreading over the TA compartment. Moreover, the progeny of even a single immortal TA or FD cell will spread over the entire FD in less than 70 days. Expectedly, the advantageous immortals spread faster than disadvantageous ones. Existence of the bi-compartmental stem cell niche has some advantages and disadvantages.
Our 4-compartmental model can be easily modified as a 3-compartmental model with only one stem cell group by assuming there is no CeSCs (|S c | = 0) and the probability of division in CeSCs γ is zero. Fig. 8 shows that the probability that the progeny of one mutant stem cell will take over the FD compartment is small (between 0.01 and 0.14) in the one stem cell compartment model. However, this probability is zero for the progeny of a mutant BSC in the 4-compartmental model. In the 4-compartmental model, if a mutant appears in the CeSCs, with a high probability it stays in the crypt, and its progeny will take over the entire crypt especially for advantageous mutants. However, in the 3-compartmental model, the possibility that an advantageous mutant stem cell differentiates to two TA cells and is removed from the crypt is high. This result may suggest the existence of only one stem cell compartment is an advantage, however if half of SCs become mutants, then mutants take over the entire crypt with a high probability in the 3-compartmental model. In the 4-compartmental model, if all BSCs are mutants (more than half of SCs) and all CeSCs are wild-type, then mutants will be washed out from the crypt in less than 3 months. Furthermore, in the work done by Shahriyari et al. [52] , it has been shown that the bi-compartmental stem cell niche delays the mutants' generation. Table 1 . The points are the average, and the bars indicate the standard deviation.
The effect of migration from border stem cells to central stem cells
Comparing the results of simulations and the experimental observation shows that the best value for the probability of migration from BSC to CeSC, when a border stem cell proliferates, is α = 0.5 (See Fig. 2 ). Simulations and analytical calculations show that the results are almost insensitive to α when α is between zero and 0.5 (See Fig. 7 and 8 ). More precisely, when α = 0 and central stem cells are normal, then the probability of washing out mutants is one. However, when α = 0.5, this probability is around 0.99 for 0.5 ≤ r ≤ 3.8. The results for higher range of α have been shown in the supplementary part. Border stem cells mostly differentiate, and the proliferation of stem cells mostly occur in the S c compartment. Therefore, with a very high probability, mutant BSCs differentiate and move to the TA compartment specially if mutants have a high fitness. However, the disadvantageous BSC mutants have a small chance to proliferate and move to the CeSC compartment, but their survival chance is very small because of their small fitness. This phenomena causes that the probability of BSC mutants taking over BSC or the entire crypt becomes very small and almost insensitive to α (See Fig. 8 ). ) indicates the probability that the progeny of b * number of mutant SCs will take over the entire FD, and the top sub-figure shows the time of its occurrence. Here, S = 11, and the rest of parameters are given in Table 1 .
Discussion
The absence of APC, which causes aberrant migration [5, 6] , is the most frequent mutation in colon cancer [5] . If all cells in one compartment lose their APC, then a tumor initiates because cells located lower than this compartment cannot migrate to the top of the crypt. For this reason, we calculate the probability that mutants are fixated at each of the compartments. The simulations and analytical calculations, which are in perfect agreement, show that the progeny of one non-stem non-immortal cell regardless of its fitness are not able to take over any compartment. However, the progeny of one immortal neutral FD cell will take over the entire FD in less than one month.
The model shows that the time that the progeny of neutral stem cells need to take over the entire normal crypt is around 60 days, which is in perfect agreement with the experimental observations [50] . Snippert et al. [50] found that the progeny of stem cells are taking over the entire normal intestinal crypts in two months. Our model also indicates that when all central stem cells are normal and there is no immortal cell, mutants will be washed out from the crypt with probability more than 0.99. Furthermore, it shows that a single normal central stem cell has a chance to sweep out all mutants from the crypt when there is no immortal cell.
The model suggests that only CeSCs are able to take over the entire crypt, and they are able to renew the CeSC compartment in less than 2 days, and the whole crypt in less than 3 months. This result is in agreement with the results of the computer simulations for colonic crypt provided in [39] . They did simulations for a list of chosen parameters' values, which were not obtained based on biological observations. When there is no mathematical calculations, we cannot completely trust the results, because the results might be different for other parameters' values. Moreover, their model consists of only one cell type and does not consider different type of divisions, like stem cells symmetric and asymmetric divisions. Their model, which only obtains the location of cells after each division following a physical rule, predicts that mutants located more than one to two cells from the base of the crypt are unlikely to take over the entire crypt.
Although the fitness of CeSCs does not make much difference in their fixation time in the CeSC compartment, it affects the time that they need to take over the entire crypt. The disadvantageous mutants take over the crypt quickly, but the probability of this occurrence is small. For example, the probability of one disadvantageous CeSC mutant's progeny like P53
R172H , which has a fitness of 0.9, taking over the FD compartment is 0.2 in the non-inflammatory environment. However, if the progeny of a disadvantageous CeSC mutant take over the FD compartment, they will spread over the entire FD in less than one month. Moreover, the probability of the progeny of one CeSC APC −/− mutant, which has a fitness of 3.8, taking over the FD is 0.8. Importantly, they need at least 40 days to spread over the entire FD compartment (Fig. 4) . We conclude the probability of the progeny of the CeSC mutants with lower fitness, like P53 R172H mutants, taking over over the crypt is small, but if it happens it is a fast process. Additionally, the probability of the progeny of the CeSC mutants with high fitness, like APC −/− mutants, taking over the crypt is high, but it is a slow process.
In summary, analytic calculations and numerical simulations, which confirm the existing experimental data, show a high level of dependency on central stem cells for cell dynamics of colon and intestinal crypt. In the absence of immortal cells, a normal central stem cell compartment will sweep out all mutants from the crypt; substituting mutant stem cells in the niche with the wild-type cells will cure the crypt. Therefore, the model suggests that stem cell therapies can be a potential treatment or preventing option for intestinal and colon cancer when there is no immortal cells. Recently, there have been many studies implementing stem cell therapy for various diseases including cancers [57] . Most of the procedures involve local administration or direct injection of stem cells [55] . An in vivo study has revealed that injection of rat umbilical cord stem cells (rUSCs) can completely abolish rat mammary carcinomas with no evidence of metastasis or recurrence 100 days post-tumor cell inoculation [56] .
The model predicts that if there are any immortal cells, they will rapidly expand and cause tumor formation.In this case, normal stem cells alone are not able to cure the crypts, and the therapeutic strategies, which are based on transforming immortal cells to mortal ones, are needed. Thus, the failure of some stem cell therapies might be associated with the existence of immortal cells. There are some studies suggesting that inhibition of telomerase function and experimental induction of telomere shortening can reverse cell immortality and trigger apoptotic cell death [53, 59] . However, there is an evidence of telomerase activity in some normal tissues such as colon and testis [54] . Therefore, the future of stem cell therapy depends on understanding each tissue's specific cell types and features as well as its cell dynamics.
Supporting Information
Analytical tools
We denote the number of wild-type (w.t.) and mutant stem cells in the S b group respectively by b and b * , in the S c group by e and e * , in the D t group by d and d * , and finally in the D f compartment by f and f * . In addition d * * and f * * are respectively the number of TA and FD immortal cells. We also assume that the fitness of mutant cells and immortal cells are respectively r 1 and r 2 .
In this model at each updating time step, two D f cells die. For each of these deaths, with probability f * /(f + f * ), one mutant D f cell dies and with probability f /(f + f * ) one wild-type (w.t.) D f cell dies. Then, two randomly chosen cells divide according to the following algorithm:
• With a probability of λ f , two D f cells divide. For each of these divisions, with probability r1f * r2f * * +r1f * +f , one mutant D f cell divide and with probability v one of its children becomes immortal cell. However, with probabilities r2f * * r2f * * +r1f * +f and f r2f * * +r1f * +f , respectively one immortal and one wild-type D f cell divides. Or,
• With a probability of (1−λ f ) r2d * * r2d * * +r1d * +d or (1−λ f ) d r2d * * +r1d * +d , respectively one immortal TA cell differentiates to two immortal FD cells or one normal TA cell differentiates to produce two w.t. D f cells. However, with probability (1 − λ f ) r1d * r2d * * +r1d * +d , one mutant TA cell divides and with probability u, one of its newborn daughter cells becomes an immortal FD cell, i.e. dedifferentiation happens, while the other offspring is a mutant TA cell. However, with probability 1 − u, both newborn individuals are mutant fully differentiated cells. Then one of below scenarios occurs -With probability (1 − λ s ), one TA cell proliferates. This is the proliferation of a wild-type TA cell with a probability of d r2d * * +r1d * +d to produce one w.t. TA cell, or the proliferation of immortal TA cell with a probability of r2d * * r2d * * +r1d * +d to produce one immortal TA cell. Or with probability r1d * r2d * * +r1d * +d , the proliferation of a mutant TA cell occurs, then with probability u one of the newborn members is immortal TA cell and the other one is mutant TA cell and with probability 1 − u both are mutant TA cells. Or, -with probability λ s , one stem cell divides in the following way: * One mutant S b stem cell divides asymmetrically and makes one mutant TA cell with probability (1 − σ) r1b * r1b * +b . With probability (1 − σ) b r1b * +b , one w.t. S b stem cell divides to generate one w.t. cell in the D t compartment. Or, * with probability δ b r1b * +b , one wild-type S b stem cell differentiates to generate two wild-type TA cells. However, with probability δ r1b * r1b * +b (1−α) one mutant border stem cell differentiates to make two mutant TA cells. Or, * with probability 1 − δ proliferation happens in the stem cell niche.
· With probability γ e r1e * +e , one normal S c cell proliferates to produce one normal stem cell in the S c group. Moreover, with probability γ re * r1e * +e , one mutant stem S c cell proliferates to generate one mutant S c cell. Then with probability e e+e * one random w.t. stem cell from S c migrates to the S b . In addition, with probability Briefly speaking, σ is the probability of symmetric division in stem cell niche, while δ is the probability of differentiation in the S b compartment in the case of symmetric stem cell division. Moreover, γ is the probability of proliferation in the S c compartment, when a stem cell proliferates. Moreover, λ f is the probability of choosing fully differentiated cells for birth event (see Fig. 10 ), while λ s is the probability of division in the stem cell niche. α is the probability of migration for BSCs to CeSC compartment. Fig. 11 and 12 reveal different steps of the procedure in details.
Evolutionary mechanism of the system
In this model, the total number of stem cells in the S c and S b compartments (separately) remain approximately fixed, which means that homeostasis controls each stem cell compartment's size. Moreover, the other two compartments of progenitor and fully differentiated cells are subject to the same assumption and their sizes remain approximately unchanged through the evolutionary dynamics of the system. Therefore, we have a 6-dimensional multi-variable Markov model as the system of random movements over possible states (e * , b We denote the probability of moving from the state a to the state b in one time step by P a→b , where a, b ∈ {(e * , b
For simplicity, indexes a and b only includes the parameter(s), which are changing. For example, the probability P e * →e * +1 is the probability of moving from the state, which has e * number of S c mutants, to the state that has e * +1 number of S c mutants in one time step, while the number of the other mutants (b * , d * , d * * , f * , f * * ) has not changed. All possible non-zero transition probabilities are listed as follows. Transition Probabilities
where F, D, R b , R c are defined in the following
Fixation Probability
The structure of the model comprises a wide variety of different scenarios which may occur in the system. Therefore, to conclude a specific probability of fixation, different mechanisms may need to be taken into account. Signifying the long-term behavior of the system after initiation of a mutant within compartments, would assist us to understand the epithelial cell dynamics in colorectal and intestinal cancer. Even though there might be a chance for new mutations, according to the long time-scaling of mutations in compare to the the period required for the dynamics of mutants as late of absorption. Moreover, since the washed out mechanisms within the crypt eliminates new mutants, one may investigate dynamics of newborn mutants in a specific compartment without any new mutations (forward or backward mutations), i.e. u = v = 0. Such a scenario, in turn, will help us to understand the survival chance of one mutant in each compartment as well as the fixation probability of mutants, which may subsequently appear in the other compartments as a result of mutants' division. Therefore, in this section we study the fixation probability of a mutant in a given compartment. To investigate the survival probability of a mutant in a particular population, we calculate the probability that the progeny of mutants will take over the whole compartment. We denote the probability of absorption of j number of mutants in a population of size N > j by π j , then the probability of one mutant's progeny taking over the entire population (π 1 ) can be obtained using the following system of equations.
Here, the initial condition is to have only one mutant of a specific type while there exist no other type of mutants in the system. The analytic results, which are based on the transition probabilities derived in the previous section, are in a perfect agreement with the simulation results. Therefore, we can rely on simulation results to investigate more complicated scenarios for our generalized multi-compartmental model.
A. The probability of fixation for the central stem cells (S c )
The general system introduces a multi-variable Markov chain of dependent random processes. Let us consider a particular case of one-dimensional multi-variable Moran process in which there exist only one mutant stem cell in S c compartment where (e * , b * , d * , d * * , f * , f * * ) = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). In other words, in this part we only investigate the cell dynamics in the S c compartment. Moreover, regarding the large time-scale of mutations in the system compered with that for proliferation, we assume that no extra mutation is allowed within the fixation process of the new mutant, that is, u = v = 0. Therefore, the non-zero transition probabilities for the cell dynamics in the S c compartment are transitions (33) , (35)- (38), (51)- (61), (62)- (71), (78)- (83), and (90)-(95) from the list given in the previous section.
Let us denote the probability of fixation starting from e * mutants located at the central stem cell compartment by π e * . Based on the above transition probabilities associated to increase and decrease in the number of S c mutants at each time step, when stem cells divide only asymmetrically (i.e. when σ = 0), then π e * is zero. Note, when stem cells divide asymmetrically, no division occurs in the CeSC compartment, thus the number of CeSC mutants does not change. The same result can be obtained when divisions only occur in the D t compartment (λ s = 0), and when stem cells do not proliferate (δ = 1). However, when σ, λ s > 0 and δ < 1, the following system of equations can be derived (for any 0 ≤ b
where the resemble increasing and decreasing probabilities respectively are
e * e + e * .
For the case in which symmetric division is only happening in the S c group but not in the S b group (when γ = 1) as well as the case for α 1, the probability of migration from S b group to S c group, while γ > 0, we can restrict the last system to the following form r 1 π e * +1 + π e * −1 − (1 + r 1 ) π * e = 0, 1 < e * < S c − 1,
The solution to this system signifies that for 1 ≤ e * ≤ S c − 1:
Therefore, the fixation probability of one mutant central stem cell in the S c , i.e. the probability of the progeny of one CeSC mutant taking over the entire S c compartment, is
B. The fixation probability for mutant S b stem cells
To obtain the fixation probability in the S b group, i.e. the probability of progeny of a mutant border stem cell taking over the entire S b compartment, we only consider the cell dynamics in the BSC compartment. We assume the system has one mutant stem cell at the initial time in the S b compartment, while no more mutants exist elsewhere, i.e. Similar to what we had in the previous section, if the probability of stem cell division λ s is zero, when the D t subpopulstion has no contribution in substituting the two eliminated cells in D f group (λ f = 1), or when the probability of symmetric division σ is zero, then the number of S b mutants does not alter that leads to π b * = 0. When δ = 1, then only symmetric differentiation occurs in the BSC compartment. Hence, the mutant in the BSC group will be differentiated to two mutant TA cells, and thus π b * = 0. Also, when δ < 1, λ s = 0, λ f < 1, and σ = 0 which both symmetric and asymmetric division can occur, the fixation probability in the S b is obtained using the following system of equations:
where the total sum of transition probabilities of increase by one and two, and decrease by one in the number of border stem cells located in S b , Q + (e * , b * ), Q +2 (e * , b * ) and Q − (e * , b * ), are respectively defined by the following formulas:
The α 1 results in the small frequency of mutant CeSCs, e * ≈ 0. Also, the above system of equations will be reduced to the following recurrence system in the absence of immortal cells (u = 0):
(
This system of equations reveals that
Therefore, the fixation probability of a single mutant border stem cell is given by
The dependency of the fixation probability on the initial number of S b mutants has been shown in Fig. 13 . C. The probability of fixation for mutant progenitor D t cells
In this case, we assume there exist only one mutant transient amplifying cell in the D t compartment, i.e. (e * , b 0, 1, 0, 0, 0) . When at the initial time, there is only one mutant in the compartment of progenitor cells and no naive mutation appears in the system, e * and b * will have no chance to arise, however, the number of d * * , f * , and f * * might change. If we assume no new mutations occur (u = v = 0), then d * * and f * * will stay zero over time. Denoting the fixation probability of d * number of mutant progenitor cells by π d * , we get
Here, the coefficient of
is, in fact, the sum of all transition probabilities which tend to an increase by one in the number of mutant TA cells, and p − (d * ) as the coefficient of π d * −1 is the sum over all possible transition probabilities leading to a decrease by one in the number of mutant progenitor cells. Under the assumptions of this case and when no more mutation is occurring in the system, there would only exist normal and mutant cells in D t compartment and no immortal progenitor cells can arise or be produced by mutant cells in this compartment (i.e. d * * remains zero). Hence the coefficients of the system can be reduced to the following form when λ f = 1, which means that the division is also allowed to occur in D t compartment.
and the solution to this new system is in the following form
where Γ(t) = ∞ 0 x t−1 e x dx is the gamma function. Then the fixation probability π 1 can be derived from the following relation
Comparing the coefficients p
, when λ f , λ s = 0, the chance of decreasing by one in the number of mutant progenitor cells is higher than that of increasing by one (p
, which implies that as reproduction rate takes larger values, the probability of fixation declines (See Fig. 6(c 
D. The fixation probability of immortal D t cells in the TA compartment
In this part, we calculate the fixation probability of a single immortal TA cell in the TA compartment. Therefore, we assume at the initial time, the is only one mutant immortal cell, i.e. (e * , b * , d * , d * * , f * , f * * ) = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0). Base on the model, in this case the number of e * , b * , and d * will stay zero, while the rest of the variables might change. Assuming again u = v = 0, the system of equations for the fixation probability π d * * , which is the probability of the progeny of b * * number of immortal cells taking over the entire TA compartment, is
where the coefficients p + (d * * ) and p − (d * * ) are respectively the probabilities that the number of immortal TA cells increases by one and decreases by one in one time step. The above system of equations can be simplified to the following system, when λ f = 1:
Thus, the probability of fixation of d * * immortal TA cells in the TA compartment is given by
where Γ(x) is the gamma function. Then the fixation probability π 1 can be derived as
This result is similar to the one obtained for the mutant progenitor cells in section C. The behavior of the system is also the same as those given in Fig. 6 parts (b) and (c). Therefore, the crucial role of immortal progenitor cells can be explained mainly by producing immortal differentiated cells. It might be worthy to remark that a small increase in the number of initial immortal D t cells would not significantly affect the fixation probability (See Fig. 6(c) ).
E. The fixation probability of mutant D f cells in the FD compartment
Here, we investigate the survival probability of a mutant D f cell while environment imposes no further mutations, i.e. u = v = 0. Assuming the initial state is (e * , b * , d * , d * * , f * , f * * ) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0), only the number of f * can vary. Therefore, the fixation probability of f * number of mutant D f cells, π f * , can be obtained from the following system of equations.
P + (1) π3 + Q + (1) π2 − P + (1) + Q + (1) + P − (1) π1 = 0,
P + (2) π4 + Q + (2) π3 + P − (2) π1 − P + (2) + Q + (2) + P − (2) + Q − (2) π2 = 0,
Whe
Ce (e * −1,b * +2) − P +,0 + P 0,+ + P 0,− + P +,− + P −,+ + P −,+2 π Ce (e * ,b * ) = 0, 1 ≤ e * ≤ Sc − 2, 1 ≤ b − P +,0 + P 0,+ + P −,+ + P −,+2 π Ce (e * ,0) = 0, 1 ≤ e * ≤ Sc − 2, 
Where P +,0 (e * , b * ) is the probability of increase by one on the number of CeSCs, P 0,+ (e * , b * ) is the probability of increase by one in the number of BSCs, P 0,− (e * , b * ) is the probability of decrease by one in the number of BSCs, P +,− (e * , b * ) is the probability of increase by one and decrease by one in the number of CeSC and BSCs respectively, P −,+ (e * , b * ) is the probability of decrease by one and increase by one in the number of CeSC and BSCs respectively and finally P −,+2 (e * , b * ) is the chance of reduction by one in the number of CeSCs and increase by two in the number of BSCs ( These probabilities can be compared with those introduced as the total probabilities of increase or decrease in e * (8) of Sec. A, and those of change in b * as mentioned in Sec. B given in relations (13)). where we assumed that λ f < 1, λ s = 0, and σ = 0 (for more details see Secs. A and B). Fig. 15(a) represents the dependency of the survival probability on a range of net reproduction rates for mutant cells. Similar calculation can be performed to derive the survival chance of mutants to fixate in the CeSC group but starting with a recently born mutant in the BSC group. See Fig. 15-(b) which reveals the survivability of a new mutant in the BSC class inside the CeSC compartment for a variety of different parameter values of α. In general, when there is a chance of migration from the BSC group to the CeSC group (α > 0), the fixation probability of mutants (eventually fixated in CeSC group) slightly reduces of having the initial mutations in CeSC group (see the parameter values of Fig. 15(a) for such a trend). However, it is enhanced in the second case ( Fig. 15(b) ) in which the progeny of one BSC mutant become fixated in the CeSC compartment. Increasing α depicts more effect on the survival chance of mutants starting from the initial mutation within the CeSC group compared with the survivability of mutants in the CeSC compartment when the initial mutant arises in the BSC compartment (compare subfugures (a) and (b) in Fig. 15) . Moreover, as the net reproduction rate increase for mutants, the fixation probability's behavior shows a slight decay after a sharp increase and reaching to a maximum level. Collectively, the fixation probability of a new mutant inside CeSCs is much larger than that for the appearance of an imposed mutant inside BSCs. 
